Jyotish Readings form

For slovenian/Eu/ and foreign citizens

I have been informed about your interst to schedule a vedic astrology reading with me.
Therefore, I would require some important pieace of information. Upon receiving your
filled-in form, some time would be needed to prepare the reading. In case of some
additional questions, we would contact you again. Please, fill in the following form, and
mail it to me or my secretary in case she had helped you to arrange our meeting. In that
case, she would contact you for the exact date and place for the reading.

INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR PREPRATION OF YOUR VEDIC
HOROSCOPE (JYOTISH)
Have you had the reading with Zoran Radosavljevic before?

____________________________________________________________
Your birth name. Any change should be stated or another name should be given, if there
is one. Please, give us your nickname or any other name if people use it more than your
birth name

Date of birth (yy,mm,dd) and precise time of birth:

Place of birth, state, country:

As exact birth time as possible, please state the source of information (parents, birth
certificate etc). Kindly state your original birth time, not rectified if someone else has
done it before

BIRTH TIME RECTIFICATION
TO RECTIFY YOUR BIRTH TIME, I WOULD NEED AT LEAST FIVE IMPORTANT EVENTS FROM
YOUR LIFE. PLEASE, STATE THE EVENT, AND AS PRECISE TIME OF EVENT AS POSSIBLE. YOU
CAN GIVE US ANY IMPORTANT EVENT FROM YOUR LIFE, YOUR PARENTS, SIBLINGS, CHILDREN,
OR SPOUSE. GOOD EXAMPLE OF USEFUL EVENTS ARE:
1.BIRTH OF YOUNGER SIBLINGS, WHO AND WHEN
2.CHANGE OF RESIDENCE, WHEN?
3. IMPORTANT RELATIONSHIPS-FROM /TILL
4.DATE OF MARRIAGE/DIVORCE/CHILDREN BIRTH
5.PURCHASE OF PROPERTY
6. IMPORTANT EVENTS RELATED TO PARENTS
7.START OF JOB/BUSINESS/CHANGE/RETIREMENT/LOSS
8.ANY MAJOR HEALTH ISSUE, ACCIDENT
9.ANY MAJOR LOSS OF FAMILY MEMEBERS ETC
WHY DO WE NEED THIS?
BIRTH TAKES PLACE EACH MINUTE, AND WE CAN NEVER BE SURE THAT THE GIVEN BIRTH
TIME IS PRECISELY CORRECT. INFORMATION GIVEN WILL BE USED TO RACTIFY THE TIME
BIRTH.
PLEASE NOTE THAT INFORMATION GIVEN ARE KEPT SECRET BETWEEN YOU AND ME, AND
WILL NOT BE USED PUBLICLY WITHOUT YOUR PERMISSION.

FIRST EVENT/DESCRIBE

..................................................................... ...........................................................................

SECOND EVENT/DESCRIBE:

THIRD EVENT/DESCRIBE:

FOURTH EVENT/DESCRIBE

FIFTH EVENT/DESCRIBE

Please patiently go through the following and choose your desired reading.

READINGS in PERSON with me
1. READING TYPE-1. This reading concerns your life only without going into details
about your family members or other people. You may focus on major 3 questions,
which you will be given answer in detail. Readings will cover approx 1 hour, and
reading fee is 108 euros
2. READING TYPE-2 This is the most detailed reading where very precise
rectification is used to get all possible answers from your life and lives of your family
members, spouse, kids, parents, siblings, friends etc. This reading is complusory
when there is a case of unknown birth time, where I may need additional
information. In case you do not know your birth time, please choose this option. This
reading offers Specific focus on some segments of either children, spouse, love,
health, spirituality or any other area upon your request. Reading will cover 1h 30 min
approx, and reading fee is 160 euro

Readings for returning Cliants

This reading is meant for returning clients. Please collect all possible questions
you may have, and please keep in mind the notes and facts I have told you in the
first and initial reading. This reading will cover 1h 15 minutes approx, and the
reading fee is 108 euro.
Please note: There are additional readings, you may require such as namah
karan (naming of a child), specific questions (prashna), muhurta (choosing a
right time for any activity), compatibility analyses, yearly analyses. You may
inquire for specific type of reading by emial. I will give you all necessary details.
Please, write the type of the reading you have chosen:
PAYMENT:
Payment must be made before the reading. The best option is to send
money over Western Union or moneygram on the following name:
Milan Poznanović
Beogradski Kej 45
21000 Novi Sad
Once you have made payment, you will be given the payment code.
Please send an SMS with the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

payment code
exact amount of money paid (Compulsory)
Name and Surname
Your Address,Town and Country (from where the money has been
sent)

Please send all these date on the following mobile number:
+381653213299
Please understand that we can
procedure.

draw the money only with this

PLEASE TICK the areas of life you wish to be specially focused (this is only
for choosing the Reading Type 2)
Area

Tick

Area

1.

Health

Character

2.

Finance

Income

3.

Siblings

Travel

4.

Home

Property

5.

Children

Investments

6.

Litigations

Enemy

7.

Marriage

Relationships

8.

Death

Chronic disease

9.

Parents

Grandparents

10.

Job, career

Own business

11.

Friends

Social contacts

12.

Spirituality,
education

Spiritual Teacher and similar
subjects

Tick

If you have additional question which is not on your list, please state it here(only for
clients choosing reading type 2) :

Please, give us a brief information about your birth religion, spiritual path, faith,
philosophy, concept so that we can advise you accordingly. If you do not practise any
spirituality, please state whether you wish to be given remedial measures.

Do you wish to be advised about the suitable gemstone?

____________________________________________________________

Did you learn Yoga, meditation or any spiritual practice? Do you practise any spiritual
technique? Please, state

Please, state the major question. Formulate them clearly. Firstly, think of the most
important questions, concentrate, formulate them, and after each quesiton, write down
the first number between 1 to 108 which occurs to you.
For example: Will I be promoted this year? Number 82
Always write the first number between 1 to 108 which occurs to you. After noting the
number, if you have any idea, object, person associated with your question, state it as
well.

Question 1

Question 2

Question 3

Question 4

___________________________________________________________
Question 5
____________________________________________________________

Thank you for your patience. I have personally read and accepted the reading conditions,
where all information given will be used in accordance with my personal beleif, and by
my own will.

Date and place:

Signiture, and contact details, phone
end e-mail

REMEDIAL MEASURES- IMPORTANT TO READ
Each jyotisha student during the jyotish training goes through the various stages of
learning. In the beginning phases, one has to study siddanta, various calculations,
astronomical positions and facts, and traditional teachings. During the proves where
Guru or the Teacher leads the students through various tools of Vedic Astrology such as
philosophy, principles of judgments as well as various advice methods and traditional
methods as how to prevent negative influences and promote positive influences in life.
During the previous 15 years of studies with my Guru Pt. Sanjay Rath who belongs to the
Parampara or lineage of traditional jyotishas from Puri, Orissa, I have been traditionally
trained in the knowledge of Mantra Shastra and various spiritual vedic and jyotish texts,
as how to improve your destiny trends, try to prevent negative infleunces in all walks of
life, or change what we can change in our destines.
Please never forget the facts that certain segments of destiny cannot be changed, and
belong to what we call „dridha“ or sthira –fixed karma, however, the mere fact and
awareness of these brings considerable releif. Other matters which are subject to change
can be considerably improved or changed with the help of remedial measures. Some
remedial measures have to be conducted through the life or a certain period (dasha), like
in certain chronic disease where we are bound to consume medicines for a life time.
Other remedial measures can give results at once or very quickly depending on the type
of destiny we carry. Ancient Jyotisha texts advice three methods as how to change or
improve your destiny. These are:
1. MANTRA- comes from the word Manas (mind) and trai (protection). These are
the sounds which were written down by ancient seers in various old texts, or were
transmitted orally within traditions.Mantras are very similar to prayers, while
each sound carries a certain vibration which can create a particular impact.
Knowledge of the mantra shastra is based on the knowledge of all aksaras
(sounds), and their impacts on human soul, mind and body. Each language is
based on sounds, and therefore the mantra shastra underlines or is common
(universal) knowledge for all people. Everbody who can utter a sound or speak

2.

3.

1.

2.

can use the mantras.Mantras never confront any religion, and will lead to
automatic effect irrespective of human beleifs, since this knowledge is
recognizable by science where laws of light and sound have alread been
discovered. I have spent many years with my Teacher who taught me all the
methods as how to choose individual mantra for each person based on their
horoscope.
FAST- fasting is the method of cleansing the body-mind and is very beneficial for
health as well as strength of the mind.
Many spiritual teachings recommend fasting as the method of cleansing the mind
and the soul. Our tradition normally recommends fasting to alliviate certain
problems.
PHYSICAL AND MENTAL PROTECTION
This method of remedies convers knowledge of minerals in nature which can
influnce mostly our body in the similar way as the thunderdome can prevent from
thunders and lightening. I have been well trained to give you advice about the
correct choice of certain mineral or precious stone which can best infleunce your
health, body and environment.My sampradaya (tradition) opines that minerals,
gemstones and metals are very beneficial for health matters, and bodily comforts,
while mantras are very powerful for mind and the soul, even though our
experience shows that health problems were drastically removed or alliviated by
the regular mantra practice, as well as luck, marriage and other visible areas in
life.
We use two major methods in selecting the kavacha (shield, armour) for the
person:
Method is gemstone or mineral which is to be worn around the neck, or on
particular finger. If we use it on the finger we can specifically target the desire
effect. I have spent many years in India, and have never been able to find the
correct gemstones overthere, where they will mostly sell cheap or false stones, or
even if we were able to get a good quality, it was a „heated“ stone, which is not
recommended for jyotish use. Therefore, I personally buy stones from the
company Jasna Gemstones from USA, where you will surely get the top quality
and cheap stone, and get appreisal for it. After I recommend the stone please visit
the following link to inquire about the stone www.planetarygems.com
Rudraksha beads are fruits of the holy tree present in Nepal and Indonesia.Shiva
Purana (holy scripture) advise the use of Nepali Rudraksha, which we use and
recommend. Rudrakshas are holy beads, which we wear to enhance the spiritual,
mental and phyiscal power and protect ourselves from negative infleunces in our
lives. I could right a volume on Rudrakshas, and perhaps, to put it shortly, we
beleive that it is the most powerful remedial measures to use. Today it is very
difficult to get the high quality rudraksa, so if you are interested please let me
know and be patient.I have searched for reliable and genuine source for more
than 7 years in India.
Knowledge of the Rudrakshas is given in Shiv Purana, which I have been initiated
through my Guru.All religions state that when men cry they are very close to God,

and that during these very moments, God can hear and understand our suffering.
Shiva Purana states that Rudrakshas are tears of Shiva (Shiva is Holy Father),
who sees the soul suffering and cries with us. The wearing of Rudraksa is one of
the greatest protection one can have.I have been fully trained to select
appropriate Rudraksa for you, and give you the correct instruction as how to wear
it and maintain it. This can go as a part of standard jyotish reading, as per your
request.
Therefore, thank you for your attention and patience.

